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Contributed articles with reference to Punjab, India.
This edition with 4 full page Illustration by Illustrator: Armand Both. Spirited tale in which a 17 year old telegraph operator has all manner of
adventures at "the end of the track" while serving a party of surveyors engaged in laying out the Union Pacific Railway over the crest of the
Rockies.

RENEGADE... WARRIOR... FUGITIVE...Former U.S. naval officer Jake Slate is on a downhill slide into alcohol, self-pity, and rage.
A decade of life as a mercenary submarine commander has left him exhausted, bitter, and utterly disgusted with the world. When
a drunken brawl leaves his opponent dead in the parking lot of a seedy bar, Jake needs to run away. From his crime... From his
country... From himself...For international arms dealer Pierre Renard, Jake's meltdown couldn't possibly have come at a better
time. Renard is planning to start a war against a major European military power, and he needs Jake Slate to light the fuse.
Book Excerpt: ...e drawing closer and closer to the stars, the dark desert still spreading in every direction and the black mountain
ridges continually receding.CHAPTER IITHE CRAZY WOMANThey had traveled a long time it seemed to Kate, and having
climbed all the hills in the country, were going down a moderate grade with the hind wheels sputtering unamiably at the brakes,
when Belle broke a long silence: "Where are we, Bill?" she demanded, familiarly."The Crazy Woman," Bradley answered briefly.
Kate did not understand, but by this time she had learned in such circumstances to hold her tongue."He means the creek,"
explained Belle. "It's way down there ahead of us."Strain her eyes as she would, Kate could see only the blackness of the
darkness ahead."'N' b' jing!" muttered Bradley, as Kate peered into nothingness, "she's whinin' t'night f'r fair."Again for an instant
Kate did not comprehend. Then the leads..

The Daughter of a MagnateHeld for OrdersBeing Stories of Railroad LifeThe Nerve of FoleyBoD – Books on Demand
Presents visual depictions of bird and aquatic animal group names including a huddle of penguins, a school of whales,
and a pod of dolphins.
Reproduction of the original: The Nerve of Foley by Frank H. Spearman
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